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ABSTRACT
In recent years, Grid resource sharing models based on eco-
nomic principles have attracted a lot of attention from the
research community. In such models, resources are leased
to consumers by providers who are paid for meeting spe-
cific requirements such as time for the job completion, re-
liability, and availability. Such requirements and payments
thereof are guaranteed through service level agreements ne-
gotiated between the two parties. Recent Grid negotiation
systems have based themselves on common protocols and
languages that are known to the participants beforehand.
These also ignore the different pre-requisites that the par-
ticipants may have before entering into negotiations. To
overcome these limitations, we propose a meta-negotiation
architecture where each participating partner can express
terms such as negotiation protocols used, or conditions for
negotiation and publish them in a searchable registry. In our
approach, only publicly visible negotiation protocols have
to be specified and published while the negotiation strategy
and the internal decision making process remain hidden from
the potential partner. We present an implementation of this
architecture for negotiations between a resource broker and
a provider, and evaluate it in a real-world scenario.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Grid computing enables geographically distributed and het-
erogeneous computational and storage resources to be ac-
cessed across administrative domains in order to efficiently
solve large scale scientific problems. Present-day Grids are
based on quid pro quo arrangements wherein partners within
scientific collaborations provide access to each other’s re-
sources. In such Grids, participants usually do not have

guarantees for obtaining resources whenever they want and
do not pay for resource usage either. However, with the
maturity of Grids, users have begun to expect that more
sophisticated requirements, specified by means of Quality of
Service (QoS) parameters, are satisfied. Typically, such re-
quirements relate to user experience, such as completion of
job execution within a specific deadline, or a guarantee on
bandwidth for data transfer. Users establish Service Level
Agreements (SLAs) with resource providers which guarantee
that QoS requirements will be met in exchange for appro-
priate remuneration.

Before committing themselves to an SLA, the user and the
provider may enter into negotiations that determine the def-
inition and measurement of user QoS parameters, and the
rewards and penalties for meeting and violating them re-
spectively [3, 6]. The term negotiation strategy represents
the logic used by a partner to decide which provider or
consumer satisfies his needs best. A negotiation protocol
represents the exchange of messages during the negotiation
process. Recently, many researchers have proposed different
protocols and strategies for SLA negotiation in Grids [18, 3,
5, 10]. However, these not only assume that the parties to
the negotiation understand a common protocol but also as-
sume that they share a common perception about the goods
or services under negotiation. In reality however, a par-
ticipant may prefer to negotiate using certain protocols for
whom it has developed better strategies, over others. Also,
a participant may choose to only allow certain aspects of a
good or a service to be negotiated which may not be accept-
able to others. In other words, the parties to a negotiation
may not share the same understanding that is assumed by
the earlier publications in this space.

In order to bridge the gap between different negotiation pro-
tocols and scenarios, in this paper, we propose a so-called
meta-negotiation architecture. Meta-negotiation is defined
by means of a meta-negotiation document where participat-
ing parties may express: the pre-requisites to be satisfied for
a negotiation, for example a specific authentication method
required or terms they want to negotiate on (e.g. time,
price, reliability); the negotiation protocols and document
languages for the specification of SLAs, e.g. Web Service
Level Agreement (WSLA) [20] or WS-Agreement [21] that
they support; and conditions for the establishment of an



agreement, for example, a required third-party arbitrator.
These documents are published into a searchable registry
through which participants can discover suitable partners
for conducting negotiations. In our approach, the partici-
pating parties publish only the protocols and terms while
keeping negotiation strategies hidden from potential part-
ners. The main contributions of this paper are therefore: (1)
development of the architecture for the meta-negotiations in
Grid systems; (2) description of the meta-negotiation docu-
ment; and (3) demonstration of the usability of the meta-
negotiation framework for real-world Grid negotiations.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2
presents the related work on Grid and Web service negoti-
ations. Section 3 describes phases of the proposed meta-
negotiation as well as the meta-negotiation document in
detail. Section 4 discusses the meta-negotiation architec-
ture including registry, meta-negotiation middleware, ser-
vice provider, and service consumer. In Section 5 we present
the evaluation of the meta-negotiation approach. Section 6
presents our conclusions and describes the future work.

2. RELATED WORK
Currently large body of work has been done in the area of
Grid service negotiation and Quality of Service.

Work presented in [13, 12, 6] discusses incorporation of SLA-
based resource brokering into existing Grid systems. [15]
proposes a novel approach for specification of sliding con-
straints defined as an extension of the multiple-choice knap-
sack problem. A general bi-criteria scheduling heuristic is
proposed called Dynamic Constraint Algorithm (DCA) based
on dynamic programming. [11] discusses Rudder framework,
which facilitates automatic Grid service composition based
on semantic service discovery and space based computing.

Venugopal et al. [18] propose a negotiation mechanism for
advance resource reservation using the alternate offers pro-
tocol. However, it is assumed that both partners understand
the alternate offers protocol. Brandic et al. [3] proposes a
holistic Grid infrastructure for specification, planing and ex-
ecution of QoS aware Grid workflows. Services are selected
based on integer programming approach, whereas service ne-
gotiation is performed using WSLA and implicit negotiation
protocol. Similar to [18] in [3] is assumed that each partici-
pating service understands the necessary negotiation proto-
col. Work presented in [1] extends the service abstraction in
the Open Grid Services Architecture (OGSA) for QoS prop-
erties focusing on the application layer. Thereby, a given
service may indicate the QoS properties it can offer or it may
search for other services based on specified QoS properties.
Work presented in [5] proposes generalized resource manage-
ment model where resource interactions are mapped onto a
well defined set of platform-independent SLAs. The model
is based on Service Negotiation and Acquisition Protocol
(SNAP) providing the lifetime management SLAs. SNAP is
embedded into the Globus Toolkit.

[9] discusses an architecture that allows changes to the Grid
configuration to be automated in response to operator input
or sensors placed throughout the Grid based on principles
of autonomic computing. Similarly to [9], work discussed in
[16] addresses global service management based on princi-
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Figure 1: Meta-negotiation phases

ples of autonomic computing. Vu et al. present an extensi-
ble and customizable framework for the autonomous discov-
ery of semantic Web services based on their QoS properties
[19]. FIPA Abstract Architecture Specification proposes an
abstract architecture for the negotiations based on agent sys-
tems [7]. However, FIPA does not address implementation
issues of negotiation systems. Condor’s ClassAds mecha-
nism is used to represent jobs, resources, submitters and
other Condor daemons [14].

To the best of our knowledge none of the presented ap-
proaches address meta-negotiations (MN) where participat-
ing parties may agree on a specific negotiation protocol, se-
curity standards or other negotiation pre-requisites. In our
approach we address meta-negotiations where participating
parties may specify negotiation requirements and based on a
private selection strategy select those services which promise
successful negotiation.

3. META-NEGOTIATION FRAMEWORK
In this section, we present an example scenario for the meta-
negotiation architecture and describe the document struc-
ture for publishing negotiation details into the meta-negotiation
registry.

3.1 Scenario
As depicted in Figure 1, the meta-negotiation infrastructure
can be employed in the following manner:

Publish. A service provider publishes descriptions and con-
ditions of supported negotiation protocols into the reg-
istry (see Section 4).

Lookup. Service consumers perform lookup on the registry
database by submitting their own documents describ-
ing the negotiations that they are looking for.

Match. The registry discovers service providers who sup-
port the negotiation processes that a consumer is in-
terested in and returns the documents published by
the service providers.

Negotiate. Finally, after an appropriate service provider
and a negotiation protocol is selected by a consumer
using his/her private selection strategy, negotiations
between them may start according to the conditions
specified in the provider’s document.



1. <meta-negotiation
2. xmlns:xsi="..."
3. xsi:noNamespaceSchemaLocation="...">
4. <entity>
5. <contact name="..."
6. phoneNumber="..." />
7. <organization
8. name="University of Melbourne"
9. ...
10. <ID name="1234"/>
11. </entity>
12. <pre-requisite>
13. <role name="consumer"/>
14. <security>
15. <authentication value="GSI
16. location="uri"/>
17. </security>
18. <negotiation-terms>
19. <negotiation-term name="beginTime"/>
20. <negotiation-term name="endTime"/>
21. <negotiation-term name="price"/>
22. </negotiation-terms>
23. </pre-requisite>
24. <negotiation>
25. <document name="WSLA" value="uri"
26. version="1.0" />
27. <document name="WS-Agreements"
28. value="uri" version="1.0" />
29. <protocol name="alternateOffers"
30. schema="uri" version="1.0"
31. location="uri"/>
32. </negotiation>
33. <agreement>
34. <confirmation name="arbitrationService"
35. value="uri"/>
36. </agreement>
37. </meta-negotiation>

Figure 2: Example document for meta-negotiation
registry

Note that in this scenario, the consumer is looking for an
appropriate service provider. The reverse may happen as
well, wherein a consumer advertises a job or a task to be
carried out and many providers bid to complete it. In such
cases, the providers would perform the lookup.

3.2 Registry Document
The participants publishing into the registry follow a com-
mon document structure that makes it easy to discover match-
ing documents. This document structure is presented in
Figure 2 and consists of the following main sections.

Each document is enclosed within the <meta-negotiation>

.. </meta-negotiation> tags. The document contains an
<entity> elements defining contact information, organiza-
tion and ID of the participant. The <ID> element defines
the unique identifier given to the meta-negotiation docu-
ment by the registry. The publisher can update or delete
the document using the identifier.

Each meta-negotiation comprises three distinguishing parts,
namely pre-requisites, negotiation and agreement as described
in the following paragraphs.

Pre-requisites. The conditions to be satisfied before a ne-
gotiation can be initiated are defined within the <pre-requisite>
element (see Figure 2, lines 12–23). Pre-requisites define the

role a participating party takes in a negotiation, the security
credentials and the negotiation terms. The <role> element
defines whether the specific party wants to engage in the ne-
gotiation as a provider or as a consumer of resources. The
<security> element specifies the authentication and autho-
rization mechanisms that the party wants to apply before
starting the negotiation process. For example, in Figure 2,
the consumer requires that the other party should be au-
thenticated through the Grid Security Infrastructure (GSI)
[8] (lines 15–16). The negotiation terms specify QoS at-
tributes that a party is willing to negotiate and are specified
in the <negotiation-term> element. For example, in Fig-
ure 2, the negotiation terms of the consumer are beginTime,
endTime, and price (lines 19–21).

Negotiation. Details about the negotiation process are de-
fined within the <negotiation> element. In Figure 2, the
consumer supports two document languages and one ne-
gotiation protocol. Each document language is specified
within <document> element. In Figure 2, WSLA and WS-
Agreements are specified as supported document languages.
Additional attributes specify the URI (Uniform Resource In-
dicator) to the API or WSDL for the documents and their
versions supported by the consumer (lines 25–26). In Fig-
ure 2, AlternateOffers is specified as the supported negotia-
tion protocol. In addition to the name, version, and schema
attributes, the URI to the WSDL or API of the negotiation
protocols is specified by the location attribute (lines 29–31).

Agreement. Once the negotiation has concluded and if both
parties agree to the terms, then they have to sign an agree-
ment. This agreement may be verified by a third party or-
ganization or may be lodged with another institution who
will also arbitrate in case of a dispute. These modalities
are specified within the <agreement> clause of the meta-
negotiation document. For example, in Figure 2, a third
party service, called“arbitrationService”, is specified for con-
firming the agreement between the two parties.

4. A CASE STUDY OF
META-NEGOTIATION

In order to create a case study that tests the proposed meta-
negotiation framework in practice, we have extended a previ-
ous publication on negotiation of advance reservations using
the alternate offers protocol [18] to incorporate the meta-
negotiation framework. The architecture followed in this
case study is shown in Figure 3. It consists of the registry
for meta-negotiation documents and the meta-negotiation
middleware on both the provider and consumer sides.

In our architecture, the service provider role is carried out
by Aneka [4], which is a resource management system for
enterprise Grids composed of machines running Microsoft
Windows operating system. Aneka provides facilities for ad-
vance reservation of computing nodes and supports flexible
scheduling of applications constructed using different paral-
lel programming models such as bag-of-tasks and dataflow
computing. The Gridbus Broker [17] maps jobs to appro-
priate resources considering various restrictions specified by
terms of functional and non-functional requirements. Func-
tional requirements include but are not limited to task and
data dependencies such as, for example, a sequence of tasks
is required to execute a specific application. Non-functional
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Figure 3: Architecture for meta-negotiation in heterogeneous Grids with sample provider and consumer

requirements include QoS parameters such as budget restric-
tions, and a deadline for execution. The broker can guar-
antee the end-user’s deadline requirement only if it is able
to reserve nodes on resources in advance. Therefore, in this
respect, the broker functions as a consumer that requests
reservations from the provider.

In our current prototype we assume that the provider and
the consumer have the same semantic meaning for the terms
and protocols used in context of meta-negotiation. For ex-
ample, the term beginTime means earliest possible begin
time for the execution of an application for all participants
of the meta-negotiation. Semantic matching based on on-
tologies would be required when these terms are interpreted
differently.

4.1 Registry
The registry is a searchable repository for meta-negotiation
documents that are created by the participants. Currently,
this is implemented as a PostgreSQL database with a web
service front end that provides the interface shown in Fig-
ure 4. However, it is possible to host the registry using
a cloud of databases hosted on a service provider such as
Google App Engine1 or Amazon S3. When a meta-negotiation
document is published, the registry assigns it a unique iden-
tifier (ID) that can then be used for subsequent operations.
The query call tries to find all the documents in the repos-
itory that match closely to the document supplied as the
parameter. It returns an array of IDs of these documents to
the caller which can then fetch each one through the get-

Document call.

1. publish(XMLdocument);
2. update(XMLdocument);
3. query(XMLdocument);
4. getDocument(ID);

Figure 4: Registry Methods

1http://code.google.com/appengine

4.2 Meta-Negotiation Middleware
The meta-negotiation middleware facilitates the publishing
of the meta-negotiation documents into the registry and the
integration of the meta-negotiation framework into the ex-
isting client and/or service infrastructure, including, for ex-
ample, negotiation or security clients. Besides being as a
client for publishing and querying meta-negotiation docu-
ments (steps 1 and 2 in Figure 3), the middleware delivers
necessary information for the existing negotiation clients,
i.e. information for the establishment of the negotiation ses-
sions (step 4, Figure 3) and information necessary to start
a negotiation (step 5 in Figure 3). As shown in Figure 3
each service consumer may negotiate with multiple service
providers concurrently. As mentioned in Section 3 even the
reverse may happen as well, wherein a consumer advertises
a job. In such cases, the providers would negotiate with
multiple consumers.

After querying the registry and applying a client-based strat-
egy for the selection of the appropriate service, the informa-
tion from the service’s meta-negotiation document is parsed.
Thereafter, meta-negotiation information is incorporated into
the existing client software using a dependency injection
framework such as Spring2. This dependency injection fol-
lows an Inversion of Control approach wherein the software
is configured at runtime to invoke services that are discov-
ered dynamically rather than known and referenced before-
hand. This is suitable in the context of meta-negotiation
wherein a participant discovers others at runtime through
the registry and has to dynamically adapt based on the inter-
faces provided by his counterpart (usually through a WSDL
document).

Figure 5 shows an example of how this would work in prac-
tice. On the consumer side, the middleware queries the
registry and obtains matching meta-negotiation documents.
The middleware parses the meta-negotiation document of

2http://www.springframework.org/
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the selected provider and dynamically injects the interfaces
discovered from the WSDLs in the document for security, ne-
gotiation and arbitration services into the existing abstract
clients. Currently, we support semi-automatic integration
of existing clients into meta-negotiation middleware wherein
the existing clients are extended with the XML-based con-
figuration files which are then automatically populated with
the discovered interfaces.

5. EVALUATION
We have evaluated the architecture presented in the previ-
ous section using actual services deployed on a real testbed
shown in Figure 6. As mentioned previously, we have used
the Gridbus broker as an example of a service consumer
and a enterprise Grid constructed using Aneka as a service
provider. The aim of this evaluation was to test the over-
head of the meta-negotiation infrastructure on the overall
negotiation process.

5.1 Testbed
As shown in Figure 6, we deployed the registry in a machine
running Windows Server 2003. The registry was accessi-
ble through a Web service interface and used a PostgreSQL
database on its backend. In a previous work [18], we evalu-
ated a Negotiation Service for advance reservation of nodes
in an Aneka Grid. Since the aim of these experiments was
only to test the meta-negotiation framework, we isolated the
Negotiation Service from the resource management system.

Overall Negotiation Total

Meta-Negotiation Negotiation

Querying Parsing

Time in sec 2.91 0.02 15.10 18.03

Time [%] 16.16 0.01 83.73 100.00

Table 1: Experimental results

Hence, it would reject any proposal for node reservation as
it would not be able to determine node availability. We de-
ployed 20 such services – (S1,... S10) on machines in a stu-
dent lab in the Department of Computer Science and Soft-
ware Engineering, University of Melbourne, Australia and
(S11,... S20) on machines in the Department of Communi-
cation Computer and System Sciences, University of Gen-
ova, Italy. Negotiations with services located in Melbourne
would terminate in single rounds (a proposal followed by a
rejection). Services located in Italy would terminate after 2
retries. We published a meta-negotiation document for each
service into the registry with different negotiation terms and
document languages. The Gridbus broker was started on a
machine in the Department of Computer Science, University
of Melbourne and queried the registry in order to select an
appropriate service provider. It would then open a negotia-
tion process with the selected Aneka Negotiation Service.

5.2 Experimental Results
The results of our evaluation are shown in Table 1. As
shown in Table 1 the time necessary to query the registry
represents 2.91 seconds or 16.16% of the overall negotia-
tion time. Query time is calculated as the time necessary
to get the list of the IDs, i.e. invocation of the method
query(XMLdocument), plus the time necessary to fetch each
document, i.e. multiple invocations of the method getDocu-
ment(ID). The time necessary to fetch each document rep-
resents about 0.2 sec. Thus, in our experiments we fetched
about 15 XML documents in average, since 2.91/0.2 ≈ 15.
Please note, that all times used in Table 1 are average times
measured over 10 rounds.

Time necessary to parse the selected meta-negotiation doc-
ument and to inject the WSDL information into the client is
0.02 seconds or 0.01% of the overall negotiation time. Thus,
time for the completion of the meta-negotiation is 2.93 sec-
onds or 16.17% of the overall negotiation time. The time
for the meta-negotiation is calculated as the the sum of the
time necessary to query the registry (2.91 seconds) and the
time necessary to parse the selected meta document (0.01
seconds). The time necessary to negotiate with an Aneka
service represents 15.10 seconds or 83.73% of the overall
negotiation time. We observed that the negotiation time
with services located in Italy represents about 15 seconds
(due to 2 retries), since the time necessary to negotiate with
services located in Melbourne represents about 5 seconds.
Thus, in our experiments we have obviously negotiated only
with services located in Italy. We started an alternate offers
negotiation with only one round. Thus, the overall nego-
tiation time is 18.03 seconds. Overall negotiation time is
calculated as the sum of the time necessary to complete the
meta-negotiation and time necessary to complete the nego-
tiation.



Considering the fact that the time necessary to complete a
meta-negotiation represents only 16.17% of the overall ne-
gotiation time, and considering the fact that we have used
negotiations with only one round, we can show that the over-
head of the meta-negotiations do not significantly influence
the overall negotiation time.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we have presented a framework for meta-
negotiations in SLA-driven Grids. Meta-negotiations bridge
the gap between different requirements of service providers
and consumers for conducting negotiations. We presented a
meta-negotiation document through which each participant
may state supported protocols, and document languages as
well as the pre-requisites for the starting negotiations and
establishing agreements. Furthermore, we presented an case
study enabling meta-negotation among providers and con-
sumers using a registry and meta-negotiation middleware.
Finally, we evaluated the meta-negotiation framework using
Aneka and the Gridbus broker, and presented its results.

We plan to extend our prototype with semantic compliance
of terms used within the meta-negotiation document. Thus,
incorporation of semantic mappings into meta-negotiation
represents a challenging future research issue. We also plan
to facilitate meta-negotiation middleware with the features
for the automatic generation of client software based on de-
livered meta-negotiations. Furthermore, we will extend our
approach and incorporate it into Grid workflows.
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